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This project is concerned with the simulation of additive manufacturing processes in civil engineering
as being developed in the TRR 277. More specifically we focus on the modelling of the automated
shotcrete process used in large scale printing of concrete structures. Its future development depends
heavily on the understanding and control of the flow
patterns in the jet used for the deposition of the materials. This jet is a complex turbulent three phase
flow comprised of liquid cement, solid aggregates
and ambient air. The air may not only interact with
the fluid and solid components of the concrete during the deposition but can become a permanent
part of it by forming voids. The distribution of the
aggregates, the voids and the adhesion to previously
deposited layers is a function of the spatial distribution of the different components of the jet and their
kinetic energy at the time of impact. Any attempt to
optimize this process will depend on an in-depth understanding of the physical behavior of the jet. The
high ejection velocity leads to a phenomenon called
atomization in which the jet breaks up in many small
fragments that deposit individually. An atomizing jet
spreads laterally and may lead to an inhomogeneous distribution of the material components and their
impact velocity with obvious implications on the quality of the result. However, direct measurement of
component densities and their impact velocities are
apparently difficult. Hence, we aim at determining
such data numerically.
The project is structured into two work packages.
In the first work package, we will calibrate and validate the rheological model for concrete based on
Roussel [1]. The model will be adapted for our massively parallel simulation framework VirtualFluids [4]
based on the cumulant lattice Boltzmann method [3].
Experimental reference data is provided by our project partners of TRR277 project A04 (i.e. the group
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Figure 1: The final goal of the project is the numerical simulation of the atomizing jet including solid particles, the comparison to
experiment from A04 and the construction of a simplified surrogate model describing the distribution of different phases and their
kinetic energy in the jet.
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